
UNRAVELING THE MYSTERIES OF WRITING A WINSOCK 2 LAYERED

SERVICE PROVIDER

I am trying to read the article 'Unraveling the Mysteries of Writing a Winsock 2 Layered Service Provider' that microsoft
published in may MSDN in 

All of the IP-specific name conversion and resolution functions in Winsock 1. Socket handles can be either
IFS handles or not. Another use for LSPs would be to develop specialized URL filtering software to prevent
Web browsers from accessing certain sites, regardless of the browser installed on a desktop. WS2  Transport
providers commonly referred to as protocol stacks are services, which supply functions that set up
connections, transfer data, exercise flow control, error control, and so on. A significant percentage of the
system failures experienced by Windows users is due to an LSP malfunctioning when operating in the context
of a system critical service. Sniffing network traffic through LSP can sometimes be troublesome since
anti-virus vendors typically flag such activity as malicious â€” a network packet analyzer is therefore a better
alternative for capturing network traffic. Base service providers implement the actual details of a transport
protocol: setting up connections, transferring data, and exercising flow control and error control. For example,
an LSP that returns the wrong number of bytes sent through an interface can cause applications to go into an
infinite loop while waiting for the network stack to indicate that data has been sent. Have to intercept all WSP
calls due to ws2spi. For example, some applications may not want to load cryptography LSPs so they can
communicate with other machines that do not have the cryptography LSP installed. Layered service providers
implement only higher-level custom communication functions and rely on an existing underlying base
provider for the actual data exchange with a remote endpoint. LSPs and base providers are strung together to
form a protocol chain. The SPI also allows you to develop two types of transport service providersâ€”base and
layered service providers. Namespace providers are services that associate the addressing attributes of a
network protocol with one or more human-friendly names and enable protocol-independent name resolution.
However, not all Winsock functions have a corresponding SPI function. Divine www. A feature of LSP and
Winsock proxy sniffing is that they allow traffic to be captured from a single application and also enable
traffic going to localhost  The same holds true for the WSA versions of these functions. LSP technology is
often exploited by spyware and adware programs in order to intercept the communication across the Internet.
Winsock LSPs are available for a wide range of useful purposes, including internet parental controls, and web
content filtering. This can be useful if a malformed LSP is installed that results in loss of network
connectivity. This method does rely on 3rd party LSPs to categorize themselves appropriately, but, the
security enhancements in Vista will help prevent users from unintentionally installing malicious LSPs. The
Winsock 2 SPI allows software developers to create two different types of service providersâ€”transport and
namespace.


